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are dominated by statistics.
BR(T ——> KEX*v) = (0.99 ;§; 0.19) %. The uncertainties of all results
(1.54 :l: 0.24)%, BR(‘r ——> Ku 2 1 neutmls) : (0.64 ;l; 0.24)% and
inclusive branching ratio were measured: BR(r —> Ku 2 0 neutrals)
independent measurements in the rrilff and the K*1r° mode. Also
ing ratio BR(*r ——> KW) : (1.71 dz 0.36) % is a combination of two
Standard Model prediction based on T-;t—e universality. The branch sw QM Lil?
The result BR(T —> Ku) = (0.85 i 0.18) % is in agreement with the
ondary vertices of KE decays into charged pions are reconstructed.
mentum range by the Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector, and the sec
the DELPHI detector. Charged kaons are tagged over a large mo
kaons in the final state have been measured using data collected with
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with CSF 12. A set 288 parabolic mirrors focuses OCR Output
sured very precisely. However, the contribution radiator volume behind the drift tubes is filled
h is either a pion or a kaon, have been mea the 40* level up to 20 GeV / c. The 40-cm deep gas
tio of the decays T —> hu and T —» h1r°z¤, where radiator is used, which allows K / Tr separation at
other hadronic T decays: The branching ra ergy. Therefore, in the T analyses only the gas
kaons is also needed for our understanding of 3.5 GeV/ c, the threshold in T decays at LEP en
tions. The measurement of the T decays into liquid radiator is already saturated for kaons of
be precisely calculated without any QCD correc and a gas radiator. The Cherenkov angle in the
cial importance, since its branching ratio can gles between 40° and 140°, and employs a liquid
many extensions. The decay T —» K u is of spe rel RICH detector [3], which covers polar an
for new superweak interactions as predicted by Charged hadrons are identified with the Bar
the Cabibbo angle, this is generally not expected provided by the Outer Detector.
actions these decays are strongly suppressed by TPC. Track measurements outside the RICH are
minimal standard model. While in weak inter ing Cherenkov (RICH) detector surrounds the
vides a sensitive test for interactions beyond the the microvertex detector.The Barrel Ring Imag
The study of T decays involving kaons pro tor, which is a cylindrical drift chamber, and by
ons. the beam pipe are measured by the Inner Detec
K 2 are measured in their decay into charged pi 35 cm and 111 cm. Track segments closer to
Ring Imaging Cherenkov counter (RICH), while device with a radius of the active area between
charged kaons are identified and tagged with the Projection Chamber (TPC) is the main tracking
ing the DELPHI detector at LEP. In DELPHI a set of cylindrical tracking detectors. The Time
state. I present here a study of such decays us the charged particle tracks are reconstructed by
ing ratios of T decays with kaons in the final In the barrel region of the DELPHI detector [2],
tion, are necessary to measure the low branch
samplevanced techniques, especially particle identifica
2. The DELPHI detector and the T pairCESR and to new advanced detectors. Such ad
the large T pair samples available at LEP and
precision. This improvement is mainly due to
model prediction.r branching ratios have reached a new level of
to compare the measurements with the standardIn the last few years, the measurements of
certainty This contribution has to be known
1. Introduction of kaons is much larger than the experimental un
0.19) %. The uncertainties of a.l1 results are dominated by statistics.
0 neutrals) = (1.54 i 0.24)%, BR(1· -+ Ku 2 1 neutrals) : (0.64 i 0.24)% and BR(r —> K2X*v) = (0.99 :1:
measurements in the n·*K2 and the K *1r° mode. Also inclusive branching ratio were measured: BR(r —· K u 2
·r - re - e universality. The branching ratio BR(r —· K'v) = (1.71 ;k 0.36) % is a combination of two independent
The result BR(r —> Ku) = (0.85 1 0.18) % is in agreement with the Standard Model prediction based on
Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector, and the secondary vertices of K3 decays into charged pions are reconstructed.
using data collected with the DELPHI detector. Charged kaons are tagged over a large momentum range by the
Exclusive and inclusive branching ratios of several r decays with kaons in the iina.1 state have been measured
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tum range kaons are identified by “veto identifi for the expected number of photo-electrons. OCR Output
muons yield saturated angles. In this momen numbers are compatible with Poisson statistics
producing Cherenkov photons, while pions and mentum tracks from ·r decay, respectively. These
9 GeV/ c, kaons are below the threshold for (0.0910.09)% for dimuon events and for high mo
tiiication in the gas RICH. Between 4 GeV/ c and pion. It was measured to be (0.04i0.02)% and
Two different techniques are used for kaon iden ity to observe no photo—electrons for a muon or
those compatible with the (1r,;i) hypothesis. ples. The misidentiiication rate is the probabil
compatible with the kaon hypothesis, relative to cal, within statistical errors, for the three sam
fraction is calculated from the number of events tribution of observed photo—electrons is identi
well separated from the pion response. The kaon the others belong to the (1r,;r) class. The dis
sis in conditions where their RICH response is cles without photo-electrons are tagged as kaons,
Finally, kaons are tagged on a track by track ba to particles with observed photo-electrons. Parti
cays with an electron or with 1r° in the final state. pected number of photo-electrons is normalized
tromagnetic calorimeter are applied to remove de in the veto identification region. Here the ex
20 GeV/ c. Cuts on the energy deposit in the elec lected for the exclusive analysis with momenta
particle with momentum between 4 GeV/ c and Figure 1c shows the distribution for tracks se
one hemisphere has to contain a single charged for all particles almost at its saturation value.
In the events selected for the r —-> Ku analysis, the mean expected number of photo-electrons is
tion in r decays has recently been published menta between 20 GeV/c and 35 GeV/c, where
The DELPHI analysis of charged kaon produc T decays. In figure 1b the particles have mo
tributions are shown for tracks from single prong
3. The decay r —» Ku identification. In figures lb and 1c the same dis
zero photo-electrons, which is used for the veto
are much smaller then the statistical errors. are in good agreement. This includes the bin with
ratios, the uncertainties due to non—r background sured and expected photo-electron distributions
is straightforward. For all presented branching figure la. It has a mean value of 7.9. The mea
spectively. The selection of r pair events at LEP electrons per track in dimuon events is shown in
The distribution of the number of photo19000 T pairs for the K2 and the K * analysis, re
lar angle.integrated luminosity corresponds to 48000 and
passed by a particle increases with decreasing poon the data collected in 1991 and 1992. The
The measurements presented here are based sition in the RICH, since the length of radiator
ment with high granularity. pends on the momentum of the track and its po
electrons is calculated for each track It dea three-dimensional charge distribution measure
gas sampling technique used in the HPC provides is 61 mrad. The expected number of photo
angle expected for muons and pions, 0(,r,#), whichlar angular range between 41° and 139°. The
:b2.5 0 window around the saturated Cherenkovthe barrel region. This detector covers the po
as the number of detected photo-electrons in athe High density Projection Chamber (HPC) in
number of associated photo—electrons is definedElectromagnetic showers are reconstructed by
about 1 mm in all directions. photo-electrons has to be well understood. The
For reliable veto identification the yield ofthe photon conversion points with an accuracy of
space available in T decays at LEP.an MWPC whose signals define the location of
two methods cover an important part of the phasedrift gas. T he photo-electrons are drifted towards
kaon identification up to 20 GeV/c. Together thetrons by a photosensitive additive, TMAE, in the
This is called "ring identification", and allows220 nm are in the drift tubes converted into elec
termined from the detected Cherenkov photons.angle. Photons of wavelengths between 160 and
threshold of ~9 GeV/ c the Cherenkov angle is dewith a diameter proportional to the Cherenkov
are associated to the particle. Above the kaondrift tubes. The projection has the form of a ring
cation", i.e. by requiring that no photo-electronsthe Chcrcnkov photons from the gas radiator onto
in the distribution, due to background and mis track basis is still possible for ~ 10% of the cases. OCR Output
expected value within the calculated error. Tails At 20 GeV/c good K-vr separation on a track by
the measured Cherenkov angle agrees with the tion cut rejects an increasing number of tracks.
sian is 0 :1.01, indicating that for most tracks the (agp) hypotheses overlap, and the separa
a two—gaussian fit. The width of the main gaus above 15 GeV/ c, the bands around the kaon and
vided by the expected error, is well described by shown as a function of momentum. At momenta
measured and the expected Cherenkov angle di ilar for both classes. In figure 3 the acceptance is
tion of 6,,,, defined as the difference between the with 9K. Using these cuts the acceptance is sim
number of photo—electrons. The resolution func gle was compatible with 0(M,) and incompatible
mainly due to the statistical fluctuations in the in the (mp) class if the observed Cherenkov an
track between 0.5 mrad and 4 mrad. This is 4 0* below 60,,,,). Similarly, a track was accepted
1.6 mrad on average, and varies from track to patible with the (7l’,]1) hypothesis, i.e. more than
at least two photons. The uncertainty on 9,,, is the kaon hypothesis within zi: 2.5 0* and incom
in the cluster. The final cluster has to contain the measured Cherenkov angle is compatible with
gle within a i 2.5 0 window around 9,,, are kept tum above kaon threshold is tagged as a kaon if
Ph0to—electrons with an individual Cherenkov an band is clearly observed. A particle with momen
lows inclusion of new photons into the cluster. angles for K, vr and ;r. Population of the kaon
tive procedure removes background hits and al the selected tracks. Also shown are the expected
of all phot0—electrons in the cluster. An itera gle 9,,, as a function of particle momentum for
angle Gm is calculated as the weighted average Figure 2 shows the measured Cherenkov an
and width 0 :1.96.phot0—electrons are grouped into clusters. The
9,,, for each track is determined. The detected second gaussian with a relative amplitude of 0.10
Above threshold, the average Cherenkov angle alignments of mirrors, are accounted for with a
zero photons is due to kaons.
of kaon identification. The expected distribution (c) is for muons and pious only, the observed excess at
momentum particles from single prong ·r decay; (c) particles from single prong v· decay in the veto region
Figure 1. Observed and expected number 0f photons per particle; (a) Z -—> p+p° events; (b) high
Nb. of photo electrons Nb. of photo electrons Nb. of photo electrons
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correction. These corrections amount to 0.9% [6] OCR Output
the 40 level as a function of momentum oretical uncertainty comes from QED radiative
Figure 3. Acceptance for particle identification at ing ratio of the decay K —+ pu. The only the
for the T lifetime, the K lifetime and the branch
The error reflects the experimental uncertainties
p (GeV/c) (2)BRq—;,(·r ——> Ku) = (0.73 :l; 0.01)%
5 10 15 20 25
involves only trivial phase space factors:
of the width I`(·r —> Ku) from the kaon decay
0.2 taken from the K ——> pw decay. The calculation
parametrized by the decay constant fg, can be
0.4 certainties. In particular the QCD corrections,
tio is predicted with negligible theoretical un
In the standard model, the branching ra0.6
agreement.
ble 1, the resulting branching ratios are in good
0.s (vr,;.i) class are not integers. As can be seen in ta
son, the numbers of observed tracks in the K and
ples is done on a statistical basis. For this rea
8 GeV/c and 10 GeV/c, the splitting of the sam
methods are applied to tracks between about
the veto and ring methods separately. Since both
are also shown. As a cross check the analysis is repeated for
electrons. The expected angles for K, vr and p
tion function.
and 4 mrad, depending on the number of photo ciency of the different cuts and the RICH resolu
tainty varies from track to track between 0.5 mrad are the composition of the event sample, the effi
mentum for single prong ·r decays. The uncer The main sources to the systematic uncertainty
Figure 2. Measured Cherenkov angle versus mo
BR(·r —» Ku) : (0.85t0.18;l:0.03)% (1)
lected kaon sample is
v (GeV/c} The branching ratio determined from the se
cuts.5 10 15 20 25 50 $5
Monte Carlo sample that passed event selection
RICH identification is applied to all tracks in the
tions. The momentum dependent acceptance for
simulation is used to determine these contribu
to calculate the branching ratio. The KORALZ
cr decay mode to the (1r,;2) class has to be known
from the simulation. The contribution from each
r —> K *1/ decays passing the cuts has been taken
tion in the RICH is subtracted. The number ofI $"""¥gy*7N` `Z€"" " `“ " _‘ , 2 A ..’i‘*~"$·i·. :·°f··· r¢"# .:`: ·. ·.:·“·:°.· I ~·‘•·*-'
candidates. The background from misidentifica—
‘
_E; .;-;.1 Aim`»»·.q1'_1’,;; __·_-;.··`, '~>_ =:;;1" ·' j' •_. _j. # ¢‘’·.?1. ;rm·L‘1't·+:·$&.···+·?’}%w;b·>3'·EM$x~&s·=· vs ble 1. The first line gives the number of kaon
ulation. The different steps are outlined in ta
the results of a KORALZ Monte Carlo [5] sim
tained from the measured kaon fraction and from
The branching ratio of the decay r —> K u is ob
(5)l` (T -—> K 1/) = conference [1],[7], and the recent measurements OCR Output
new world averages for T decays presented at thisthe normal weak couplings, the T decay rate is
ten. The numbers in the table are based on theboson. Assuming the standard model values for
rates an equation analogous to eq.(6) can be writonly consider interactions mediated by a spin 1
decays is given in table 2. For each ratio of decayon additional interactions. For simplicity I will
A list of limits derived from different leptonicpurely leptonic T decays Here I concentrate
olating interactions.teraction (g? : gu : ge) is best done with the
of new interactions, i.e. to lepton universality viThe test of universality in the standard weak in
sensitive to differences in the coupling constants
gg : gg : gI : O. masses of the particles involved. This method is
available phase space and depends only on thegd=c<>S6. y.=Si¤6c y-=y,1=y€=1 (4)
The factor PS corrects for the difference in the
model:
The coupling constants are given in the standard [Sin 1% + 2 (y1(yQ - a1.))] ·P$
The corresponding coupling to ud is defined as gd.
(6)neutrino and s for the coupling to a us quark pair. QL uv)l` —> " J`"’
pling constants stands for the coupling to lepton
rate with the kaon decay rate:ble new interactions. The subscript I in the cou
lated reliably, we have to compare the T decayweak current and the second one is due to possi
Since the decay constant _fK cannot be calcuHere, the first term is due to the normal V-A
87 E.I1. (sine. + aQy$)m. Il[Mz (FFS) (IFV) + gig? (WS) (1F’¤)l (3)
G2f2 K 3 rmw
decays in a general form
tions, we write the lagrangian for the semileptonic
pling constants. To derive limits on such interac i E •-•LLU yi(gL — ai.) < 0.018
F T-•Kl/through mixing angles or mass dependent cou
1"(vr—·;ru)ferent for fermions of different generations, e.g. gZ1(yL— aj.) < 0.018FI T-»7rvI
couplings of these new interactions can be dif
predict additional superweak interactions. The I"(p-•evu) a2(yL — at) < 0.010
FI T-•eu1/Itions have been proposed. Most of these models
I`(1r-·;w)models attempting to unify the known interac 9Q(yL — yl) < 0.004
I"Ivr-•e1/Itions has become increasingly attractive. Many
the standard model. The search for such interac Decays
Limitmeasurement is sensitive to interactions beyond
Due to the precise theoretical prediction the model in units of the Fermi coupling
perimental errors. Limits on new interactions beyond standard
and the uncertainty is small compared to the ex Table 2
0.94 1 0.25BR(-r -» Kv)[%] I 0.85 :1: 0.18 I 0.73 :.t 0.25
555.20 760.80(1:*,;;) Signal I 1316.
17.56 1 4.48K Signal I 26.74 :|: 5.49 I 9.18 1 3.19
1.06 1 0.26K* Background I 1.22 j; 0.31 I 0.17 :1: 0.04
1.24 1 0.35Misidentiiications I 2.04 zt 0.42 I 0.80 :k 0.23
19.85 i 4.46K Candidates I 30.00 i 5.48 I 10.15 zh 3.19
RingCombined I Veto
Steps for the determination of BR(r ——> Ku).
Table 1
3-prong T decays, the transverse momentum of ure 5. Again, the shaded area indicates the backOCR Output
to be less than 0.6°. To reject 7 conversions and resulting V°h* mass spectrum is shown in iig
(connecting the beam spot with the vertex) has charged track h* in the same hemisphere. The
momentum of the candidate and the line of flight These K E candidates are combined with a third
not more than 30 cm. The angle between the (7r+vr‘) mass between 457 MeV and 537 MeV.
be located behind the reconstructed vertex, but ondary vertices v° are selected with a measured
measured point on each of the two tracks has to For the measurement of BR(T —> K *1/) sec
are kept as K 2 candidates. Furthermore, the first
BR(a- -» K3X:t11) : (0.99 zb 0.19)%. (8)fitted. Only fits with a X2 probability of > 0.001
For each pair a 3-dimensional secondary vertex is clusive K3 branching ratio is
track, pairs of opposite charged tracks are formed. (17.4 ;i; 1.4)%. The preliminary result for the in
In r decavs with more than one reconstructed from Monte Carlo simulation and amounts to
secondary vertex VO from the decay K S —-> 1r‘*‘ vr“ ciency for KE —> vr+vr' in T decays is derived
The KE are detected by reconstruction of the events in the KE peak. The detection effi
the K "(892) resonance is assumed. A fit to the mass spectrum yields (42.0 :1: 7.3)
In both analyses domination of the Hnal states by histogram.
the two modes K** —> Kino and K"* —> 1r*K?. KORALZ simulation, which is shown as a shaded
ln DELPHI the T decav into K* is studied in good agreement with the expectation from a full
shown in figure 4. The observed background is in4. The decay cr —-> K*v
The (Tr+ T') mass spectrum of the V0 sample is
60 MeV/c and its decay distance at least 3 cm.with and without neutrals.
the tracks w.r.t. to the V0 has to be larger thanis used to separate on a statistical basis the decays
where the measured exclusive branching ratio (1)
BR(·r —> Ku 2 1 neutrals) = (0.64 ;l; 0.24)%, Monte Carlo simulation is also shown.
BR(·r —> Ku 2 0 neutrals) = (1.54 1 0.24)% (7) K 2 candidates. The background expected from
Figure 4. The (7r+7r") mass spectrum of theThe results are
to the one used for the exclusive decay T -> K1/.
production in r decays The method is similar
RICH was also used to measure the inclusive kaon
O.3 O.4 O.5 O.6 O.7The charged kaon identihcation in the DELPHI
measured BR(v·——> hu).
branching ratio of the decay r —> mx from the
sured branching ratio is needed to derive the
From the experimental point of view, the mea
sality violating interactions might be very small.
first generation, where the eHect of lepton univer
does not depend on coupling to fermions of the
1 Oing decay into rr. It also leads to a limit which
new interactions as compared to the correspond 12
factor sin HC, it is intrinsically more sensitive to
1 4for new interactions. Because is suppressed by a
decay r ——> K v plays a central role in the search 1 6
tonic ·r decays are probably more sensitive. The
1 8natural assumption g§> gf, > gf: , the semilep—
est limit for new interactions. However, with the 20
of the decay 1r —-> eu [8], which gives the low
tainties and the large sample of T pairs already OCR Outputyields 15;l;5 events under the K * peak. Similarly,
the statistical errors. The small systematic uncerare rejected. A Ht to the K*vr° mass spectrum
experiments. The uncertainties are dominated byDecays with additional photons in the hemisphere
statistical K — 7l’ separation, used in most otherthan 10 GeV, and the sum must exceed 2 GeV.
background. This technique is complementary tocase, the energy of each cluster must be lower
tagged on a track by track basis with very lowvariant mass of less than 500 MeV. In the latter
Ring Imaging Cherenkov Counter. Kaons areergy above 5 GeV, or as two clusters with in
volving charged kaons make use of the DELPHImagnetic calorimeter, as a single cluster with en
The measurements of the branching ratios incuts. The rr°’s are reconstructed in the electro
violate T — p - e universality.identified in the RICH, and tagged with very loose
to set stringent limits on new interactions whichscribed in the previous section. The kaons are
ing ratio of the exclusive decay T —> K v is usedis a supplement of the inclusive kaon analysis de
cise theoretical prediction, the measured branchThe K * measurement in the channel K *Tr° [4]
the standard model prediction. Due to the prer decays are due to this exclusive decay.
state have been measured. All results agree withimplies that about 60% of the K E produced in
tios of T decays with Ki and KE in the final
(9)BR(r -> KW) : (1.74 :b 0.42)% Several exclusive and inclusive branching ra
result for the branching ratio 5. Summary
from the KORALZ simulation. The preliminary
Ht the mass spectrum, and the detection emciency measured branching ratio.
The number of K*, 22.7 ;l; 5.2,is obtained from a tion BR(T —> K *1/) z 1.2% is consistent with the
ground expected from the KORALZ simulation. SU( 3) >< SU (3) symmetry. The resulting predic
sum rule, which describes the breaking of the
can be derived from the Das-Mathur-Okubo
tion is also shown.
mK• mp
é" 2background expected from Monte Carlo simula (12)
it- _ fi `Figure 5. The (h*7r+vr') mass spectrum. The
case, the relation
the K * (892) resonances, respectively. In this
K 7T final states are dominated by the p(770) and
O.6 O.8 1 T .2 T .4 A simple estimate is obtained if the Tl'7|' and the
other decay, but must be calculated using QCD.
previous section, fK· cannot be measured in an
known. Unlike the constant fg discussed in the
dard model, the decay constant fK· has to be
To calculate the branching ratio in the stan
BR(T —-> KU;) : (1.73:}: 0.36)%.
from the K 3 channel. The combined result is
which is in excellent agreement with the result
(10)BR(T —> K*u) : (1.71 i 0.69)%,
T —+ pu we get
With the measured branching ratio of the decay
T 4 Tr", and a total of 484136 p decays are obtained.
charged pions are selected and combined with a
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